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In this article, new generalised neutrosophic soft open known as neutrosophic soft ∗b open set is introduced in neutrosophic soft
topological spaces. Neutrosophic soft ∗bopen set is generated with the help of neutrosophic soft semiopen and neutrosophic soft
preopen sets. Then, with the application of this new definition, some soft neutrosophical separation axioms, countability
theorems, and countable space can be Hausdorff space under the subjection of neutrosophic soft sequence which is convergent,
the cardinality of neutrosophic soft countable space, engagement of neutrosophic soft countable and uncountable spaces,
neutrosophic soft topological features of the various spaces, soft neutrosophical continuity, the product of different soft
neutrosophical spaces, and neutrosophic soft countably compact that has the characteristics of Bolzano Weierstrass Property
(BVP) are studied. In addition to this, BVP shifting from one space to another through neutrosophic soft continuous functions,
neutrosophic soft sequence convergence, and its marriage with neutrosophic soft compact space, sequentially compactness are
addressed.

1. Introduction and Preliminaries

During the study towards possible applications in classical
and nonclassical logic, fuzzy soft sets, vague soft set, and neu-
trosophic soft set are absolutely important. Nowadays,
researchers daily deal with the complexities of modelling
uncertain data in economics, engineering, environmental sci-
ence, sociology, medical science, and many other fields. Clas-
sical methods are not always successful due to the reason that
uncertainties appearing in these domains may be of various
types. Zadeh [1] originated a new access of fuzzy set theory,
which proved to be the most suitable agenda for dealing with
uncertainties. While probability theory, rough sets [2], and
other mathematical tools are considered as useful approaches
to designate uncertainty. Each of these theories has its own

inherent difficulties as pointed out by Molodtsov [3].
Molodtsov [4] suggested a completely new sophisticated
approach of soft sets theory for modelling vagueness and
uncertainty which is free from the complications affecting
existing methods. In soft set theory the problem of setting
the membership function, among other related problems,
simply does not arise. Soft sets are considered as neighbour-
hood systems and are a special case of context-dependent
fuzzy sets. Soft set theory has potential applications in many
different fields, counting the smoothness of functions, game
theory, operations research, Riemann integration, Perron
integration, probability theory, and measurement theory.
Maji et al. [5] functionalized soft sets in multicriteria
decision-making problems by applying the technique of
knowledge reduction to the information table induced by
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the soft set. In [6], they defined and studied several basic
notions of soft set theory. In 2005, Pei andMiao [7] and Chen
[8] improved the work of Maji et al. Cagman et al. [9] defined
the concept of soft topology on a soft set and presented its
related properties. The authors also discussed the founda-
tions of the theory of soft topological spaces. Shabir and
Naz [10] introduced soft topological spaces over an initial
universe with a fixed set of parameters. The notions of soft
open sets, soft closed sets, soft closure, soft interior points,
soft neighbourhood of a point, soft separation axioms, and
their basic properties were investigated. It is shown that a soft
topological space gives a parametrized family of topological
spaces. The authors discussed soft subspaces of a soft topo-
logical space and investigated characterization with respect
to soft open and soft closed sets. Finally, soft Ti-spaces and
notions of soft normal and soft regular spaces are addressed.
Bayramov and Gunduz [11] investigated some basic notions
of soft topological spaces by using the soft point notion.
Later, the authors addressed Ti-soft spaces and the relation-
ships between them. Lastly, the author defined soft compact-
ness and explored some of its significant characteristics.

Khattak et al. [12] introduced the concept of soft (α, β)
open sets and their characterization in soft single point topol-
ogy. Zadeh [1] introduced the concept of a fuzzy set. The
author described that a fuzzy set is a class of objects with a
continuum of grades of membership. Further, the authors
characterized the set by a membership function, assigning
membership grade to each member of the set. The notions
of inclusion, union, intersection, complement, relation, con-
vexity, etc. were extended to such sets, and various properties
of these notions in the context of fuzzy sets were established.
In particular, a separation theorem for convex fuzzy sets was
proved ignoring the prerequisites of mutually exclusive fuzzy
sets.

Atanassov [13] introduced the concept of intuitionistic
fuzzy set (IFS) which is an extension of the concept “fuzzy
set.” The authors discussed various properties including
operations and relations over sets. Bayramov and Gunduz
[14] introduced some important properties of intuitionistic
fuzzy soft topological spaces and defined the intuitionistic
fuzzy soft closure and interior of an intuitionistic fuzzy soft
set. Furthermore, intuitionistic fuzzy soft continuous map-
ping and structural characteristics were discussed in their
study. Deli and Broumi [15] defined for the first define a rela-
tion on neutrosophic soft sets. The new concept allows the
composition of two neutrosophic soft sets. It is devised to
derive useful information through the composition of two
neutrosophic soft sets. Finally, a decision-making method
on neutrosophic soft sets is presented.

Bera and Mahapatra [16] introduced the concept of car-
tesian product and the relationship on neutrosophic soft sets
with a new attempt. Some properties of this concept have
been discussed and verified with appropriate real-life exam-
ples. The neutrosophic soft composition has been defined
and verified with the help of examples. Then, some basic
properties neutrosophic set have been established. Further,
the authors introduced neutrosophic soft function its proper-
ties have been introduced and some suitable examples. Injec-
tive, surjective, bijective, constant, and identity neutrosophic

soft functions have been defined. Finally, properties of
inverse neutrosophic soft function have been discussed with
proper examples.

Maji [17] used the concept of the neutrosophic set in the
soft set and introduced the neutrosophic soft set. Some defi-
nitions and related operations were introduced on the neu-
trosophic soft set.

Kamal et al. [18] introduced the concept of multivalued
interval neutrosophic soft set which amalgamates multiva-
lued interval neutrosophic set and soft set. According to the
authors, the proposed set extended the notions of fuzzy set,
intuitionistic fuzzy set, neutrosophic set, interval-valued neu-
trosophic set, multivalued neutrosophic set, soft set, and neu-
trosophic soft set. Further, the authors studied some basic
operations such as complement, equality, inclusion, union,
intersection, “AND”, and “OR” for multivalued interval neu-
trosophic soft elements and discussed its associated proper-
ties. Moreover, the derivation of its properties, related
examples, and some proofs on the propositions are included.

Karaaslan and Deli [19] introduced the concept of soft
neutrosophic classical sets and its set theoretical operations
such as union, intersection, complement, AND-product,
and OR-product. In addition to these concepts and opera-
tions, the authors defined four basic types of sets of degener-
ate elements in a soft neutrosophic classical set. Then, the
authors proposed a group decision-making method based
on soft neutrosophic classical sets and gave the algorithm of
the proposed method. The authors also made an application
of the proposed method on a problem including soft neutro-
sophic classical data.

Karaaslan [20] studied the concept of single-valued neu-
trosophic refined soft set is defined as an extension of single-
valued neutrosophic refined set. Also, set theoretical opera-
tions between two single-valued neutrosophic refined soft
sets are defined, and some basic properties of these opera-
tions are investigated. Furthermore, two methods to calculate
the correlation coefficient between two single-valued neutro-
sophic refined soft sets are proposed, and a clustering analy-
sis application of one of the proposed methods is given.

Karaaslan [21] introduced the concept of possibility neu-
trosophic soft set and defined some related concepts such as
possibility neutrosophic soft subset, possibility neutrosophic
soft null set, and possibility neutrosophic soft universal set.
Then, based on definitions of n-norm and n-conorm, we
define set theoretical operations of possibility neutrosophic
soft sets such as union, intersection and complement, and
investigate some properties of these operations. The author
also introduced AND-product and OR-product operations
between two possibility neutrosophic soft sets. The author
proposed a decision-making method called the possibility
neutrosophic soft decision-making method (PNS decision-
making method) which can be applied to the decision-
making problems involving uncertainty based on AND-
product operation. The author finally gave a numerical
example to display the application of the method that can
be successfully applied to the problems.

Karaaslan [22] introduced a similarity measure between
possibility neutrosophic soft sets (PNS-set) is defined, and
its properties are studied. A decision-making method is
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established based on the proposed similarity measure.
Finally, an application of this similarity measure involving
the real-life problem is given.

Karaaslan [23] addressed firstly Maji’s definitions (Maji-
2013) and verified that some propositions are incorrect by a
counterexample. The author then redefined the concept of
neutrosophic soft set and their operation based on Çağman
(Çagman-2014) and investigated some properties of these
operations. The author then constructed decision-making
method and group decision-making which selects an opti-
mum element from the alternatives by using weights of
parameters. The author finally presented an example which
shows that the method can be successfully applied to many
problems that contain uncertainties.

Bera and Mahapatra [24] introduced the construction of
topology on a neutrosophic soft set (NSS). The notion of the
neutrosophic soft interior, neutrosophic soft closure, neutro-
sophic soft neighbourhood, neutrosophic soft boundary, reg-
ular NSS, and their basic properties are studied in this study.
The base for neutrosophic soft topology and subspace topol-
ogy on NSS are defined with suitable examples. Some related
properties were also established. Moreover, the concept of
separation axioms on neutrosophic soft topological space
has been introduced along with the investigation of several
structural characteristics.

Khattak et al. [25] for the first time bounced up the idea
of the neutrosophic soft b open set, neutrosophic soft b closed
sets and their properties. Also, the idea of neutrosophic soft b
-neighbourhood and neutrosophic soft b-separation axioms
in neutrosophic soft topological structures are reflected here.
Later on, the important results are discussed related to these
newly defined concepts with respect to soft points. The con-
cept of neutrosophic soft b-separation axioms of neutro-
sophic soft topological spaces is diffused in different results
with respect to soft points. Furthermore, properties of neu-
trosophic soft bTi-space (i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) and some associa-
tions between them are discussed.

In this article, the concept of vague soft topology is initi-
ated, and its structural characteristics are attempted with new
definitions. Some fundamental definitions are given which
are necessary for the upcoming study. Neutrosophic soft
union, neutrosophic soft intersection, null neutrosophic soft
set, absolute neutrosophic soft set, neutrosophic soft topol-
ogy, and neutrosophic soft neighbourhood are discussed.
Three new definitions are introduced with respect to soft
points in neutrosophic soft topological spaces. These three
definitions are neutrosophic soft semiopen, neutrosophic soft
preopen, and neutrosophic soft ∗b open sets. Neutrosophic
soft ∗b open set is generated with the help of neutrosophic
soft semiopen and neutrosophic soft preopen sets. Then, with
the application of this new definition, some neutrosophic soft
separation axioms and neutrosophic soft other separation
axioms are generated with respect to soft points of the spaces.
The interplay among these neutrosophic soft separation
axioms is also displayed with respect to soft points of the
spaces. These results are verified with examples. The second
criteria of ∗b1 space are displayed. The engagement of neu-
trosophic soft ∗b1 space withNS∗b open set, neutrosophic

soft ∗b3 spaces relation with neutrosophic soft closer with
respect to soft points of the spaces.

Neutrosophic soft countability, neutrosophic soft first
countability and neutrosophic soft second countability, the
relationship between these results, neutrosophic soft
sequences and their convergence in NS∗b Hausdorff space,
and the cardinality results are discussed. In continuation,
neutrosophic soft topological characteristics and inverse neu-
trosophic soft topological characteristics are addressed with
respect to soft points. Neutrosophic soft product of neutro-
sophic soft structures is inaugurated. Characterization of Bol-
zano Weierstrass Property, neutrosophic soft compactness,
related results, and neutrosophic sequentially compactness
are discussed. In the end, some concluding remarks and
future work are planted.

Definition 1 (see [25]). A neutrosophic set A on the father set
hXi is defined as follows:

A = x, TA xð Þ, IA xð Þ, FA xð Þ: x ∈ Xh ih if g, ð1Þ

where T : hXi⟶ �0−,1 + ½, I : hXi⟶ �0−,1 + ½, F : hX
i⟶ �0−,1+½ and 0−≼TAðxÞ + IAðxÞ + FAðxÞ≼3 + .

Definition 2 (see [15]). Let hXi be a father set, θ be a set of all
parameters, and LðhXiÞ denotes the power set of hXi. A
pair ðf, θÞ is referred to as a soft set over hXi, where f is a
map given by f : θ⟶LðhXiÞ. Then, a NS set ð~f, θÞ over h
Xi is a set defined by a set of valued functions signifying a
mapping ~f : θ⟶LðhXiÞ and is referred to as the
approximateNS set function ð~f, θÞ. It can be written as a set
of ordered pairs:

~f, θ
� �

= n, ⟦x, T~f nð Þ xð Þ , I~f nð Þ xð Þ , F~f nð Þ xð Þ : x ∈ Xh i⟧
� �

: n ∈ θ
�n o

:

ð2Þ

Definition 3 (see [24]). Let ð~f, θÞ be aNSS over the father
set hXi. The complement of ð~f, θÞ is signified ð~f, θÞc and is
defined as follows:

~f, θ
� �c

= n, ⟦x, T~f nð Þ xð Þ , 1 − I~f nð Þ xð Þ , F~f nð Þ xð Þ : x ∈ Xh i⟧
� ��

: n ∈ θ
n o

:

ð3Þ

It is clear that

~f, θ
� �c� �c

= ~f, θ
� �

: ð4Þ

Definition 4 (see [17]). Let ð~f, θÞ and ð~ρ, θÞ two NSS over the
father hXi. ð~f, θÞ is supposed to be NSSS of ð~ρ, θÞ if T~fðnÞðxÞ≼
T ~ρðnÞðxÞ , I~fðnÞðxÞ≼I~ρðnÞðxÞ , F~fðnÞðxÞ ≽ F~ρðnÞðxÞ , ∀n ∈ θ&∀x ∈ hXi. It
is signified as ð~f, θÞ⊑ð~ρ, θÞ. ð~f, θÞ is said to be NS equal to ð~ρ
, θÞ if ð~f, θÞ is NSSS of ð~ρ, θÞ and ð~ρ, θÞ is NSSS of if ð~f, θÞ. It
is symbolized as ð~f, θÞ = ð~ρ, θÞ.
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Definition 5 (see [25]). Let ð~f1, θÞ&ð~f2, θÞ be two NSSS over
father sethXi such that ð~f1, θÞ ≠ ð~f2, θÞ. Then, their union is
signifies as ð~f1,θÞ⨆~ð~f2, θÞ = ð~f3, θÞ and is defined
as-

ð~f3, θÞ = f ðn, ⟦x, T~f3ðnÞðxÞ , I~f3ðnÞðxÞ , F~f3ðnÞðxÞ : x ∈ hXi⟧Þ
�

: n ∈
θg, where

T~f3 nð Þ xð Þ =max T~f1 nð Þ xð Þ , T~f2 nð Þ xð Þ

h
,

I~f3 nð Þ xð Þ =max I~f1 nð Þ xð Þ , I~f2 nð Þ xð Þ

h
,

F~f3 nð Þ xð Þ =min F~f1 nð Þ xð Þ , F~f2 nð Þ xð Þ :
h

8>>>>><>>>>>:
ð5Þ

Definition 6 (see [25]). Let ð~f1, θÞ and ð~f2, θÞ be two NSSS over
the father set hXi s:t:ð~f1, θÞ ≠ ð~f2, θÞ. Then, their intersection
is signified as ð~f1,θÞ⊓~ð~f2, θÞ = ð~f3, θÞ and is defined as ð~f3,n
Þ = f ðn, ⟦x, T~f3ðnÞðxÞ , I~f3ðnÞðxÞ , F~f3ðnÞðxÞ : hXi⟧Þ

�
: n ∈ θg,

where

T~f3 nð Þ xð Þ =min T~f1 nð Þ xð Þ , T~f2 nð Þ xð Þ

h
,

I~f3 nð Þ xð Þ =min I~f1 nð Þ xð Þ , I~f2 nð Þ xð Þ

h
,

F~f3 nð Þ xð Þ =max F~f1 nð Þ xð Þ

h
, F~f2 nð Þ xð Þ :

8>>>>><>>>>>:
ð6Þ

Definition 7 (see [25]). Let ð~f, θÞ be a NSS over the father set
hXi. The complement of ð~f, θÞ is signified ð~f, θÞc and is
defined as follows:

~f, θ
� �c

= n, ⟦x, F~f nð Þ xð Þ , 1 − I~f nð Þ xð Þ , T~f nð Þ xð Þ : x ∈ Xh i⟧
� ��

: n ∈ θ
n o

:

ð7Þ

It is clear that

~f, θ
� �c� �c

= ~f, θ
� �

: ð8Þ

Definition 8 (see [25]). NSS ð~f, θÞ be a NSS over the father
set hXi is said to be a null neutrosophic soft set.
If T

fðnÞðxÞ = 0, I
fðnÞðxÞ = 0, F

fðnÞðxÞ = 1 ; , ∀n ∈ θ&∀x ∈ hXi:

It is signified as 0ðhXi,θÞ:

Definition 9 (see [25]). NSS ð~f, θÞ over the father set hXi is an
absolute NSS if T

fðnÞðxÞ = 1, I
fðnÞðxÞ = 1, F

fðnÞðxÞ = 0 ; , ∀n ∈ θ&∀
x ∈ hXi:

It is signified as 1ðhXi,nÞ. Clearly, 0ðhXi,nÞ
c = 1ðhXi,nÞ and

1ðhXi,nÞ
c = 0ðhXi,nÞ.

Definition 10 (see [25]). Let NSS ð ~hXi, θÞ be the family of all
NS soft sets and τ ⊂NSSð ~hXi, θÞ. Then, τ is said to be a NS
soft topology on ~hXi if (1). 0ðhXi,nÞ, 1ðhXi,nÞ ∈ τ, (2). The
union of any number of NS soft sets in τ∈τ, (3). The intersec-
tion of a finite number of NS soft sets in τ ∈ τ. Then, ð ~hXi,
τ, θÞ is said to be a NSTS over ~hXi.

Definition 11 (see [25]). Let NS be the family of all NS over
~hXi and x ∈ ghXi, then NS xða,b,cÞ is supposed to be a N

point, for 0 < a, b, c ≤ 1 and is defined as follows:

x a,b,cð Þ yð Þ =
a, b, cð Þ providedy =xg
0, 0, 1ð Þprovidedy ≠xg

($ %
: ð9Þ

Definition 12 (see [25]). Let NSS ð ghXi Þ be the family of all N

soft sets over the father set ghXi: Then, NSS ðxða,b,cÞÞe is called
a NS point, for every x ∈ ghXi,0 ≺ fa, b, cg≼1, e∝ θ, and is
defined as follows:

xe
a,b,cð Þe‘ yð Þ =

a, b, cð Þ provided e‘ = e ∧ y =x

0, 0, 1ð Þ provided e‘ ≠ e ∧ y ≠x

 !
: ð10Þ

Definition 13 (see [25]). Let ð~f, θÞ be a NSS over the father set
~hXi: We say that xe

ða,b,cÞ ∈ ð~f, θÞ read as belonging to the

NSS ð~f, θÞ whenever

a≼T~f xð Þ xð Þ , b≼I~f xð Þ xð Þ , c ≽ F~f xð Þ xð Þ : ð11Þ

Definition 14 (see [25]). ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be a NSTS over ~hXi and
ð~f, θÞ be a NSS over ~hXi. NSS ð~f, θÞ in ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ is called a
NS nbhd of the NS point xe

ða,b,cÞ ∈ ð~f, θÞ, if there exists a

NS open set ðeℊ, θÞ such that xe
ða,b,cÞ ∈ ðeℊ, θÞ⊏ð~f, θÞ.

2. Main Results

In this section, three new definitions are introduced with
respect to soft points in neutrosophic soft topological spaces.
These three definitions are neutrosophic soft semiopen, neu-
trosophic soft preopen, and neutrosophic soft ∗b open sets.
Neutrosophic soft ∗b open set is generated with the help of
neutrosophic soft semiopen and neutrosophic soft preopen
sets. Then, with the help of this new definition, some impor-
tant results are discussed. Examples are also given for a better
understanding of some results. Neutrosophic soft countabil-
ity that neutrosophic soft first countability and neutrosophic
soft second countability, the relationship between these
results, neutrosophic soft sequences and their convergence
in NS∗b Hausdorff space, and the cardinality results are
discussed.

Definition 15. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be a NSTS over ~hXi&ð~f, θÞ be a
NS set over ~hXi. Then, ð~f, θÞ is as follows:
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(1) Neutrosophic soft semiopen if ð~f, θÞ ⊆VSclðVSintð~f,
θÞÞ

(2) Neutrosophic soft preopen if ð~f, θÞ ⊆VSintðVSclð~f,
θÞÞ

(3) Neutrosophic soft ∗bopen if ð~f, θÞ ⊆VSclðVSintð~f, θÞ
Þ⊔VSintðVSclð~f, θÞÞ and neutrosophic soft ∗b close
if ð~f, θÞ ⊇VSclðVSintð~f, θÞÞ⊓VSintðVSclð~f, θÞÞ

Definition 16. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be a NSTS over ~hXi, xe
ða,b,cÞ

≠ ye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ are NS points. If there exist NS ∗b open sets ð~f,

θÞ and ðeℊ, θÞ such that xe
ða,b,cÞ ∈ ð~f, θÞ,xe

ða,b,cÞ⊓ðeℊ, θÞ =
0ð ~hXi,θÞ ory

e/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ ∈ ðeℊ, θÞ, ye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ⊓ð~f, θÞ = 0ð ~hXi,θÞ. Then,

ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ is called a NS ∗b0space.

Definition 17. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be a NSTS over ~hXi, xe
ða,b,cÞ

≠ ye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ are NS points. If there exist NS∗b open sets ð~f,

θÞ and ðeℊ, θÞ such that xe
ða,b,cÞ ∈ ð~f, θÞ,xe

ða,b,cÞ⊓ðeℊ, θÞ =
0ð ~hXi,θÞ andy

e/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ ∈ ðeℊ, θÞ, ye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ⊓ð~f, θÞ = 0ð ~hXi,θÞ.

Then, ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ is called a NS∗b1space.

Definition 18. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be a NSTS

over ghXi,xe
ða,b,cÞ ≠ ye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ are NS points. If ∃NS∗b open

set ð~f, θÞ and ðeℊ, θÞ such that xe
ða,b,cÞ ∈ ð~f, θÞ and ye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ
∈ ðeℊ, θÞ and ð~f, θÞ⊓ðeℊ, θÞ = 0ð ~hXi,θÞ. Then, ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ is called
a NS∗∗b2 space.

Definition 19. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be a NSTS. ð~f, θÞ be a NS ∗b

closed set and ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ⊓ð~f, θÞ = 0ð ~hXi,θÞ. If there exists

NS∗b open sets ð eℊ1, θÞ and ð eℊ2, θÞ such that ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ ðeℊ1, θÞ, ð~f, θÞ ⊂ ð eℊ2, θÞ and ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ⊓ð eℊ1, θÞ = 0ð ~hXi,θÞ, then

ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ is called a NS ∗b-regular space. ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ is said
to be NS∗b3 space, if is both a NS regular and NS ∗b1space.

Definition 20. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be a NSTS. This space is a NS
∗∗bnormal space, if for every pair of disjoint NS ∗b close sets
ð~f1, θÞ and ð~f2, θÞ, ∃ disjoint NS ∗∗b open sets ðeℊ1, θÞ and ðeℊ2, θÞ s:t:ð~f1, θÞ ⊂ ðeℊ1, θÞ and ð~f2, θÞ ⊂ ðeℊ2, θÞ:

ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ is said to be a NS ∗b4space if it is both a NS ∗b
normal and NS ∗b1space.

Example 21. Suppose that the father set ~hXi is assumed to be
~hXi = fx1,x2g and the set of conditions by θ = fe1, e2g. Let

us consider NS set ð~f, θÞ and xe1 1ð0:1,0:4,0:7Þ, xe2 1ð0:2,0:5,0:6Þ,
xe1 2ð0:3,0:3,0:5Þ, and xe1 2ð0:4,0:4,0:4Þ be NS points. Then, the

family τ = f0ð ~hXi,θÞ, 1ð ~hXi,θÞ, ðef1, θÞ, ðef2, θÞ, ðef3, θÞ, ðef4, θÞ, ðef5,
θÞ, ðef6, θÞ, ðef7, θÞ, ðef8, θÞg, where ðef1, θÞ =xe1 1ð0:1,0:4,0:7Þ, ðef2, θ
Þ =xe2 1ð0:2,0:5,0:6Þ, ðef3, θÞ =xe1 2ð0:3,0:3,0:5Þ, ðef4, θÞ = ðef1, θÞ ∪ ð

ef2, θÞ, ðef5, θÞ = ðef1, θÞ ∪ ðef3, θÞ, ðef6, θÞ = ðef2, θÞ ∪ ðef3, θÞ, ðef7, θÞ
= ðef1, θÞ ∪ ðef2, θÞ ∪ ðef3, θÞ, ðef8, θÞ = ‘fxe1 1ð0:1,0:4,0:7Þ,
xe2 1ð0:2,0:5,0:6Þ,xe1 2ð0:3,0:3,0:5Þ,xe2 2ð0:4,0:4,0:4Þg is a NSTS. Thus,

( ~hXi, τ, Ⅎparameter) be a NSTS. Also, ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ is NS∗b0
structure but it is not NS ∗ ∗b1 because for NS points

xe1 1ð0:1,0:4,0:7Þ,xe2 2ð0:4,0:4,0:4Þ,ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ not NS∗b1:

Example 22. Suppose that the father set ~hXi is assumed to be
~hXi = fx1,x2g and the set of conditions by Ⅎparameter = fe1

, e2g. Let us consider NS set ð~f, ℲparameterÞ and xe1 1ð0:1,0:4,0:7Þ,
xe2 1ð0:2,0:5,0:6Þ,xe1 2ð0:3,0:3,0:5Þ, andxe1 2ð0:4,0:4,0:4Þ beNS points.
Then, the family τ = f0ð ~hXi,θÞ, 1ð ~hXi,θÞ, ðef1, θÞ, ðef2, θÞ, ðef3, θÞ, ðef4, θÞ, ðef5, θÞ, ðef6, θÞ, ðef7, θÞ, ðef8, θÞ,⋯⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ð ef15, θÞg,
where ðef1, θÞ =xe1 1ð0:1,0:4,0:7Þ, ðef2, θÞ =xe2 1ð0:2,0:5,0:6Þ, ðef3, θÞ
=xe1 2ð0:3,0:3,0:5Þ, ðef4, θÞ =xe2 2ð0:4,0:4,0:4Þðef5, θÞ = ðef1, θÞ ∪ ðef2,
θÞ, ðef6, θÞ = ðef1, θÞ ∪ ðef3, θÞ, ðef7, θÞ = ðef2, θÞ ∪ ðef4, θÞ, ðef8, θÞ = ðef2, θÞ ∪ ðef3, θÞ, ðef9, θÞ = ðef2, θÞ ∪ ðef4, θÞ, ð ef10, θÞ = ðef3, θÞ ∪ ðef4,
θÞ, ð ef11, θÞ = ðef1, θÞ ∪ ðef2, θÞ ∪ ðef3, θÞ, ð ef12, θÞ = ðef1, θÞ ∪ ðef2, θÞ
∪ ðef4, θÞ, ð ef13, θÞ = ðef2, θÞ ∪ ðef3, θÞ ∪ ðef4, θÞ, ð ef14, θÞ = ðef1, θÞ ∪
ðef3, θÞ ∪ ðef4, θÞ, ð ef15, θÞ = fxe1 1ð0:1,0:4,0:7Þ,xe2 1ð0:2,0:5,0:6Þ,

xe1 2ð0:3,0:3,0:5Þ,xe2 2ð0:4,0:4,0:4Þg is a NSTS: Thus, ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be

aNSTS. Also, ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ is NS∗b2 structure.

Theorem 23. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be aNSTS. Then, ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be a
NS∗b1structure if each NS point is a NS∗b-close.

Proof. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be a NSTS over ghXi:ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ be an

arbitrary NS point. We establish ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ is a N soft ∗b

open set. Let ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ∈ ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ: Then, either ð
ye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ≻ ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, ℲpθÞorðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ≺ ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ

orðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ≻ ≻ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ orðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ≺≺ð

ye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ. This means that ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ and ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ

are two are distinct NS points: Thus, x ≻ y or x ≺ y or e/

≻ e or e/ ≺ e or x ≻ ≻y or x ≺ ≺y or e/ ≻ ≻e or e/ ≺ ≺e. Since
ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be a NS∗b1 structure, ∃a NS∗b open set ðeℊ, θÞ so
that ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ∈ ðeℊ, θÞ and ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ⊓ðeℊ, θÞ = 0ð ~hXi,θÞ:

Since, ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ⊓ðeℊ, θÞ = 0ð ~hXi,θÞ. So ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ∈ ðeℊ, θÞ
⊂ ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ: Thus, ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ is a NS∗b open set, i.e., ð

xe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ is a NS∗b closed set. Suppose that each NS point

ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ is a NS∗∗b closed set. Then, ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞc is a

NS∗b open set. Let ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ⊓ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ = 0ð ~hXi,θÞ:

Thus, ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ∈ ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞc and ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ⊓

ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞc = 0ð ~hXi,θÞ. So ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be a NS-∗b1 space.☐
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Theorem 24. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be a NSTS over the father setghXi: Then, ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ is NS-∗b2 space if and only if for dis-
tinct NS points ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ and ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ, there exists a

NS∗b open set ð~f, θÞ containing there exists but not ð
ye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ such that ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ∉ �ð~f, θÞ:

Proof. Let ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ≻ ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ be two NS points in

NS∗b2 space. Then, there exist disjoint NS∗b open sets ð~f, θ
Þ and ðeℊ, θÞ such that ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ ð~f, θÞ and ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ

∈ ðeℊ, θÞ. Since ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ⊓ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ = 0ð ~hXi,θÞ and ð~f, θ
Þ⊓ðeℊ, θÞ = 0ð ~hXi,θÞ:ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ∉ ð~f, θÞ⟹ ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ∉

ð~f, θÞ: Next, suppose that ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ≻ ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ, there
exists a NS∗b open set ð~f, θÞ containing ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ but not
ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ s:t:ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ∉ ð~f, θÞ

c
that is ð~f, θÞ and

ð~f, θÞc are mutually exclusive NS∗b open sets supposing ð
xe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ and ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ in turn.☐

Theorem 25. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be a NSTS: Then, ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ is
NS∗b1space if every NS point ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ ð~f, θÞ ∈ ð ~hXi, τ, θ
Þ. If there exists a NS∗b open set ðeℊ, θÞ such that ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θ
Þ ∈ ðeℊ, θÞ ⊂ ðeℊ, θÞ ⊂ ð~f, θÞ, then ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ a NS∗b2 space.

Proof. Suppose ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ⊓ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ = 0ð ~hXi,θÞ. Since ð
~hXi, τ, θÞ is NS∗b1 space. ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ and ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ are

NS∗b closed sets in ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ. Then, ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈

ððye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ

c
∈ ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ. Thus, there exists aNS∗b open

set ðeℊ, θÞ ∈ ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ such that ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ ðeℊ, θÞ ⊂ ðeℊ, θÞ

⊂ ððye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ

c
: So we have ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ∈ ðeℊ, θÞ and ðeℊ, θÞ⊓ððeℊ, θÞÞc = 0ð ~hXi,θÞ, that is ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ is a NS soft ∗b2
space.☐

Theorem 26. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be a NSTS:ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ is soft ∗b3
space if for every ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ ð~f, θÞ that is ðeℊ, θÞ ∈
( ~hXi, τ, θÞ such that ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ ðeℊ, θÞ ⊂ ðeℊ, θÞ ⊂ ð~f, θÞ:

Proof. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ is NS∗b3 space and ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ ð~f, θ

Þ ∈ ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ: Since ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ is NS∗b3 space for the NS

point ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ and NS∗b closed set ð~f, θÞc, ∃ð eℊ1, θÞ, and ðeℊ2, θÞ such that ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ ð eℊ1, θÞ, ð~f, θÞc ⊂ ð eℊ2, θÞ and ðeℊ1, θÞ ∩ ð eℊ2, θÞ = 0ð ~hXi,θÞ. Then, we have ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ ð eℊ1, θ

Þ ⊂ ð eℊ2, θÞc ⊂ ð~f, θÞ: Since ð eℊ2, θÞcNS∗b closed set. ð eℊ1, θÞ ⊂
ð eℊ2, θÞc: Conversely, let ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∩ ð ~H , θÞ = 0ð ~hXi,θÞ and ð
~H , θÞ be a NS∗b closed set. ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ∝ ð ~H , θÞc and from

the condition of the theorem, we have ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ ðeℊ, θÞ

⊂ ðeℊ, θÞ ⊂ ð ~H , θÞc. Thus, ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ ðeℊ, θÞ, ð ~H , θÞ ⊂

ðeℊ, θÞc&ðeℊ, θÞ ∩ ðeℊ, θÞc = 0ð ~hXi,θÞ: So ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ is NS∗b3
space.☐

Theorem 27. Let ( ~hXi, τ, θ) be a NSTS over the father setghXi: This space is a NS∗b4 space, if and only if for each NS
∗b closed set ð~f, θÞ and NS∗b open set ðeℊ, θÞ with ð~f, θÞ ⊂ ðeℊ,
θÞ, there exists a NS∗b open set ð ~D, θÞs:t:ð~f, θÞ ⊂ ð ~D, θÞ ⊂
ð ~D, θÞ ⊂ ðeℊ, θÞ.
Proof. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be a NS∗b4 over the father set

ghXi and
let ð~f, θÞ ⊂ ðeℊ, θÞ. Then, ðeℊ, θÞc is a NS∗b closed set and ð~f, θ
Þ ∩ ðeℊ, θÞ = 0ð ~hXi,θÞ: Since ð ~hXi, τ, θ) be a NS∗b4 space, ∃NS
∗b open sets ð ~D1, θÞ and ð ~D2, θÞs:t:ð~f, θÞ ⊂ ð ~D1, θÞ, ðeℊ, θÞc ⊂
ð ~D2, θÞ and ð ~D1, θÞ ∩ ð ~D2, θÞ = 0ð ~hXi,θÞ: Thus, ð~f, θÞ ⊂ ð ~D1, θÞ
⊂ ð ~D2, θÞ

c
⊂ ðeℊ, θÞ, ð ~D2, θÞ

c
is a NS∗b closed set and ð ~D1, θÞ

⊂ ð ~D2, θÞ
c
. So ð~f, θÞ ⊂ ð ~D1, θÞ ⊂ ð ~D1, θÞ ⊂ ðeℊ, θÞ:

Conversely, ðef1, θÞ and ðef2, θÞ be two disjointNS∗b closed

sets. Then, ðef1, θÞ ⊂ ðef2, θÞc implies ∃NS∗b open set ð ~D, θÞ s:
t:ðef1, θÞ ⊂ ð ~D, θÞ ⊂ ð ~D1, θÞ ⊂ ðef2, θÞc. Thus, ð ~D, θÞ and
ð ~D, θÞc are NS∗b open sets and ðef1, θÞ ⊂ ðef2, θÞc, ðef2, θÞ ⊂
ð ~D, θÞc and ð ~D, θÞ and ð ~D, θÞc = 0ð ~hXi,θÞ: (

~hXi, τ, θ) be a NS
∗b4 space.☐

Theorem 28. Let ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ be a point in a NS first count-

able spaceð ~hXi, τ, θÞ and let fhW , θii : i = 1, 2, 3,⋯:g gener-
ates a NS countable ∗bopen base about the point ϰ; then, there
exists an infinite soft subsequence fhV , θii : i = 1, 2, 3,⋯:g of
the NS sequence fhW , θii : i = 1, 2, 3,⋯:g, such that (i) for
any NS∗b open set hU, ∂i, containing ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ,∃ a suffix

m such that hV , θii ⋐ hU, θi for all i ≽m ; and (ii) if ð ~hXi, τ
, θÞ be, in particular, a NS∗b1-space, then
∩ ~fhV , θii : i = 1, 2, 3,⋯g = fðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞg:

Proof. Given hW ,θi1 ∩ ~hW ,θi2 ∩ ~hW ,θi3 ∩ ~ ⋯ :: ∩ ~

hW , θik is NS∗b open sets, containing the point ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ

. As the NS sets fhW , θii : i = 1, 2, 3,⋯:g form NS∗bopen
base about ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, there exists one among the NS sets
fhW , ∂ii : i = 1, 2, 3,⋯:g, which we shall denote by hV , θik,
such that ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ hV , θik ⋐ (hW ,θi1 ∩ ~hW ,θi2 ∩ ~

hW ,θi3 ∩ ~ ⋯ :: ∩ ~hW , θikÞ, for k = 1, 2, 3,⋯. The NS
sequence fhV , θii : i = 1, 2, 3,⋯g, thus obtained, has the
required properties. In fact, if hU, θi is any NS∗∗b open set,
containing ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, then ∃a NS set hW , θim say, belong-
ing to the family fhW , θii : i = 1, 2, 3,⋯:g, such that ð
xe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ hW , θim ⋐ hU, θi. Also, since hV , θii ⋐
hW , θim, for all i ≽m. Next, let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be NS∗b1-space,
and let ∩ ~fhV , θii : i = 1, 2, 3,⋯g = hM, θi. As ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ
is contained in each fhV , θii : i = 1, 2, 3,⋯g that is ðxe

ða,b,cÞ
, θÞ ∈ hV , θi1, ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ hV , θi1, ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ hV , θi2, ð

xe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ hV , ∂i3, ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ hV , θi4,⋯⋯ ::ðxe
ða,b,cÞ
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, θÞ ∈ hV , θin, it follows that ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ hM, θi.

Let ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ be any point of ~hXi,from ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ that
is ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ≻ ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ or ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ≺ ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ,

θÞ. By definition of NS∗b1-space, there exists NS∗b open
set hU, θi such that ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ hU, θi and ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ

∉ hU, θi. There exists a suffix, s:t:hV , θi1 ⋐ hU, θi, hV , θi2
⋐ hU, θi, hV , θi3 ⋐ hU, θi, hV , θi4 ⋐ ⋐hU, θi for all i ≽m:

Consequently, ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ∉ hV , θii for all i ≽m ; hence,

ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ∉ hM, θi. Thus, hM, θi consists of the point

ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ only.

Theorem 29. NS second count-ability is NS first count-ability.

Proof. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be a soft 2ndNS countable space. Then,
this situation permits that there lives a NS countable baseW
for ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ. In order to justify that ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ is NS, we
proceed as, let ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ ~hXi be an arbitrary point. Let
us assemble those members of W which absorbs ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θ
Þ and named as Wðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ. If hℵ, ∂i is soft n-hood of ð
xe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, then this permit ∃NS∗b open set hf, θi arresting
ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, in W and so in Wðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ such that ðxe
ða,b,cÞ,

θÞ ∈ hf, θi ⋐ hℵ, θi. This justifies that is a NS local base at ð
xe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ. One step more, Wðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ being a subfamily of
a NS countable familyW, it is therefore NS countable. Thus,
every crisp point of ~hXi supposes a countable NS local base.
This leads us to say ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ is soft first N countable.

Theorem 30. A NS countable space in which every NS conver-
gent sequence has a unique soft limit is a NS∗b Hausdorff
space.

Proof. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be NS Hausdorff space and let hgðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞni be a soft convergent sequence in ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ.
We prove that the limit of this sequence is unique. We prove

this result by contradiction. Suppose h gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞni con-

verges to two soft points~l and ~m such that~l ≠ ~m. Then, by tri-
chotomy law either ~l < ~m or~l > ~m. Since it possess the NS∗b
Hausdorff characteristics, there must happen twoNS∗b open
sets hf, θi and hρ, θi such that hf,θi ∩ ~hρ, θi = 0ð ~hXi,θÞ.

Now, h gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞni converges to ~l so there exists an

integer n1 such that gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞn ∈ hf, ∂i∀n ≥ n1. Also, hgðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞni converges to ~m so there exists an integer n2

such that gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞn ∈ hρ, θi∀n ≥ n2. We are interested to
discuss the maximum possibility, for that we must suppose
the maximum of both the integers which will enable us to
discuss the soft sequence for a single soft number. Max ðn1,
n2Þ = n0, which leads to the situation gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞn ∈ hf, θi∀
n ≥ n0 and gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞn ∈ hρ, θi∀n ≥ n0. This implies thatgðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞn ∈ hf, θi and gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞn ∈ hρ, θi∀n ≥ n0. This

guarantees that gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞn ∈ ðhf,∂i ∩ ~hρ, θiÞ∀n ≥ n0,

which beautifully contradict the fact that hf,θi ∩ ~ hρ, θi =g0ð ~hXi,θÞ: Hence, the limit of the NS sequence must be unique.

Theorem 31. The cardinality of all NS open sets in a NS sec-
ond countable space is at most equal to ∁ (the power of the
continuum).

Proof. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be NSTS such that is NS second count-
able space. Let hG , θi be any soft set of ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ, then hG
, θi is the soft union of a certain soft subcollection of the
NS countable collection fhW , θii : i = 1, 2, 3,⋯:g. Hence,

the cardinality of the set of all soft ∗b open sets in ð ~hXi, τ,
θÞ is not greater than the cardinality of the soft set of all soft
subcollections of the NS countable collection fhW , θii : i =
1, 2, 3,⋯:g: Thus, the cardinality of ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ ≺ ∁.

Theorem 32. Any collection of mutually exclusive NS∗b open
sets in a NS∗b second countable space is at most NS∗b
countable.

Proof. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be NSTS such that it is NS second
countable. Let hℶ, θi signifies any collection of mutually
exclusive NS∗b open sets in ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ: Let hU, θi ∈ hℶ, θi,
then ∃at least one soft set hW , θim, belonging to the collec-
tion fhW , θii : i = 1, 2, 3,⋯g, such that hW , θim ⋐ hU, θi:
Let n be the smallest suffix for which hW , θin ⋐ hU, θi: Since
the soft sets hU, θi in hℶ, θi are mutually disjoint, it follows
that, for different soft sets hU, θi ∈ hℶ, θi, there correspond
soft sets hW , θin with different suffices n: Hence, the soft
sets in hℶ, θi are in a ð1, 1Þ-correspondence with a soft
subcollection of the NS countable collection fhW , θii : i
= 1, 2, 3,⋯g; consequently, the cardinality of hℶ, θi is less
than or equal to d:

Theorem 33. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ beNSTS such that it isNS second
countabley NS∗b Hausdorff space. Then, set of all NS∗b open
sets has the cardinality C.

Proof. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be second countable NS∗b Hausdorff
space. There exists inNSTS ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ an infinite soft sequence
of NS∗b open sets hG , θi1, hG , θi2, hG , θi3, hG , θi4, hG , θi5,
⋯:, hG , θin,⋯⋯ such that hG , θi1 ≠ 0ð ~hXi,θÞ, hG , θi2 ≠
0ð ~hXi,θÞ, hG , θi3 ≠ 0ð ~hXi,θÞ, hG , θi4 ≠ 0ð ~hXi,θÞ,⋯:hG , θin ≠
0ð ~hXi,θÞ ⋯⋯

hG ,θi1 ∩ ~hG ,θi2 ∩ ~hG ,θi3 ∩ ~hG ,θi4 ∩ ~ ⋯ : ∩ ~hG , θ
in ∩ ~ ⋯ = 0ð ~hXi,θÞ. Different soft subsequences of the

sequences hG , θi1, hG , θi2, hG , θi3, hG , θi4, hG , θi5,⋯:,
hG , θin will determine, as their unions, different NS∗b open
sets. But since the soft set of all soft subsets of a countable soft
set has the cardinality C, it follows that soft set of all theNS∗b

open sets in ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ has the cardinality ≽C. Again, the car-
dinality of the soft set of all NS∗b open sets in ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ≼C:
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Consequently, the cardinality of all NS∗b open sets in ð ~hXi
, τ, θÞ is exactly equal to C:

Theorem 34. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be NSST such that it isNS second
countable ∗b1 space; the soft set of all NS points in this space
has the cardinality at most equal to C (i.e., possess the power
of the continuum at most).

Proof. Given that ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ isNS second countable ∗b1 space,
for which the NS sets hW , θi1, hW , θi2, hW , θi3, hW , θi4,
hW , θi5,⋯: Forms a soft countable NS∗b open base of ð ~hXi,
τ, θÞ: Then, for any given point ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ ~hXi, hW , θiς1,
hW , θiς2, hW , θiς3, hW , θiς4, hW , θiς5,⋯: generate countable

NS∗b open base about the point ς in NSSTð ~hXi, τ, θÞ,where ς
i, i = 1, 2, 3,⋯::, is a soft subsequence of the soft sequence
hW , θin : n = 1, 2, 3,⋯, consisting of all those hW , θin which
contain the point ς. Since a secondNS countable space is neces-
sary first NS countable. So corresponding to the point ς, there
exists an infinite soft sequence of NS∗b open sets fhb, ∂ii : i
= i, 2, 3,⋯g, which is a soft subsequence of the soft sequence
fhW , θipn : n = 1, 2, 3, ::g and, therefore, also a soft subse-
quence of the soft sequence fhW , θin : n = 1, 2, 3, ::g, such that
∩ ~fhb, θii : i = i, 2, 3,⋯g = fðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞg. Thus, to each

point ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ in ~hXi, there corresponds a soft subsequence

fhb, θii : i = i, 2, 3,⋯g of the soft sequence fhW , θin : n = 1,
2, 3, ::g, and two in different points, there correspond two such
different soft subspaces fhb, θii : i = i, 2, 3,⋯g. Hence, the soft
set of all points in ~hXi, i.e., the crisp set ~hXi, has the same
cardinality as that of a certain soft subcollection of the soft col-
lection of all soft subspace of the sequence fhW , θin : n = 1, 2
, 3, ::g. Thus, the cardinality of ~hXi is less than or equal to ∁:
In other words, the crisp set ~hXi has the power of the contin-
uum at most.

Theorem 35. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ beNSTS such that it isNS second
countable. Every soft uncountable soft subset contains a point
of condensation.

Proof. Since ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ is NS second countable space and f
hW , θii : i = 1, 2, 3, ::g be a soft countable NS∗b open base of

ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ. Let hf, θi be a NS subset of ~hXi such that hf, θi
does not contain any point of condensation. For each point ð
xe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ hf, ∂i, ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ is not the point of condensa-

tion of hf, θi. Hence, there exists NS open ∗b set hG , ∂i, con-
taining ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ such that hG ,∂i ∩ ~hf, θi is soft countable
at most. There exists a suffix nððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ, such that ð
xe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ hW , θinðpÞ ⋐ hG , θi, and then, hf,θi
∩ ~hW , θinðpÞ is alsoNS countable at most. But we can express
hf, ∂i in the form hf, θi = ∪~ fðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ: ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ h

f,θig∪~fhf,θi ∩ ~hW , θinððxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞÞ : ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ hf, θig,

and there can be at most a NS countable number of different
suffices. So, hf, θi is at most a NS union of NS uncountable
soft subset, that is, hf, θi is at most a NS countable soft subset

of hXi. Consequently, if hf, θi is a soft uncountable soft sub-
set, then it must possess a point of condensation.

Theorem 36. ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ beNSTS such that it is NS second
countable. If hψ, θi is uncountable NS subset of ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ,
then the soft subset hϖ, θi, consisting of all those N points of
hψ, θi which are not points of condensation of hψ, θi, is at
most NS countable.

Proof. Since ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ is NS second countable space, f
hW , θii : i = 1, 2, 3, ::g be a countable NS∗b open base of ð
~hXi, τ, θÞ. Let fhV , θii : i = 1, 2, 3,⋯g be a soft subsequence

of the soft sequence fhW , θii : i = 1, 2, 3, ::g, consisting of all
those soft sets hW , θij for which hW ,θij ∩ ~hψ, θi is at most
soft countable. Then, fhV ,θiig ∩ ~hψ, θi: i = 1, 2, 3,⋯ is at
most NS countable. We shall establish that hϖ, θi = hψ,θi
∩ ~ðhV ,θi1∪~hV ,θi2∪~,⋯Þ. ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ hϖ, θi, there is
not a point of condensation of hψ, θi; hence, there exists a
soft nbhd hU, ∂i of ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, such that hU,θi ∩ ~hψ, θi
is at most NS countable. Also, there exists a soft set
hW , θij, belonging to the soft sequence fhW , θii : i = 1, 2, 3
, ::g, satisfying ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ hW , θij ⋐ hU, θi: Then,
hW ,θij ∩ ~hψ, θi is at most NS countable, and so hW , θij
must be one of the soft sets hV , θii and therefore ðxe

ða,b,cÞ,
θÞ ∈ hV , θii. Again, since ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ hψ, ∂i, it follows ð
xe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ hψ,θi ∩ ~ðhV ,θi1∪~hV ,∂i2∪~,⋯Þ. Next, let ð
ye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ∈ hψ,θi ∩ ~ðhV ,θi1∪~hV ,θi2∪~,⋯Þ, then ð
ye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ belongs to some hV , θii. Now, as hV , θii is a
soft nbd of ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ, and hV ,θii ∩ ~hψ, θi is at most

NS countable. ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ cannot be a point of condensa-

tion of hψ, ∂i. Also, as ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ∈ hψ, θi: It follows that

ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ∈ hϖ, θi: Thus, hϖ, θi = hψ,θi ∩ ~ ðhV ,θi1∪ ~

hV ,θi2∪~,⋯Þ = ðhψ,θi ∩ ~hV ,θi1Þ∪~hψ,θi ∩ ~hV ,θi2∪~,⋯Þ
and since each hψ,θi∪~hV , θii is at most NS countable. It
follows that hϖ, ∂i is also at most NS countable.☐

3. Main More Results

In this section, neutrosophic soft topological characteristics
and inverse neutrosophic soft topological characteristics are
addressed with respect to soft points. Neutrosophic soft
product of neutrosophic soft structures is inaugurated. Char-
acterization of Bolzano Weierstrass Property, neutrosophic
soft compactness and related results, and neutrosophic
sequentially compactness are discussed.

Theorem 37. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be NSTS such that it is NS∗b

Hausdorff space and ð ~hYi,F, θÞ be any NSST . Let hf, ∂i
:ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ⟶ ð ~hYi,F, θÞ be a soft function such that it is
soft monotone and continuous. Then, ð ~hYi,F, θÞ is also of
characteristics of NS∗b Hausdorffness.
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Proof. Suppose ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1, ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1 ∈ ~hXi such that
either ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1 ≻ ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ2orðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1 ≺ ðxe
ða,b,cÞ,

θÞ2. Since hf, θi is soft monotone. Let us suppose themonoton-
ically increasing case. So, ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1 ≻ fðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ2or
ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1 ≺fðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ2 implies that fðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ1 ≻fðx2Þor
fðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ1 ≺fðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ2 , respectively. Suppose ðy

e/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ1,

ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ2 ∈ghYi such that ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ1 ≻ ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ,

θÞ2orðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ1 ≺ ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ2, so ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ1 ≻

ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ2orðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ1 ≺ ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ2, respec-

tively, such that ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ =fðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ1 , ðy

e/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ2 =

fðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ2 : Since,
~hXi, τ, θÞ is NS∗b Hausdorff space so there

exists mutually disjoint NS∗b open sets hk1, θi and hk2, θi ∈
~hXi, τ, θÞ⟹fðhk1, θiÞ andfðhk2, θiÞ ∈ ~hYi,F, θÞ. We

claim that fðhk1,θiÞ ∩ ~fðhk2, θiÞ = g0ð ~hXi,θ. Otherwise, fðh
k1,θiÞ ∩ ~fðhk2, θiÞ ≠ g0ð ~hXi,θÞ. Suppose ∃ðte// ða//,b//,c//Þ, θÞ1 ∈
fðhk1,θiÞ ∩ ~fðhk2, θiÞ⟹ ðte// ða// ,b// ,c//Þ, θÞ1 ∈fðhk1,θiÞ&
ðte// ða// ,b// ,c//Þ, θÞ1 ∈fðhk2, θiÞ, ðte

//

ða// ,b// ,c//Þ, θÞ1 ∈fðhk1, θiÞ,
f is soft one − one∃ðte// ða//,b//,c//Þ, θÞ2 ∈ hk1, θi such that

ðte// ða// ,b// ,c//Þ, θÞ1 =fððte// ða// ,b// ,c//Þ, θÞ2Þ, ðte
//

ða//,b//,c//Þ, θÞ1 ∈fðh
k2, ∂iÞ⟹ ∃ðte// ða//,b//,c//Þ, θÞ3 ∈ hk2, ∂i such that fð
ðte// ða// ,b// ,c//Þ, θÞ3Þ⟹fððte// ða// ,b// ,c//Þ, θÞ2Þ =fððte// ða//,b//,c//Þ,
θÞ3Þ: Since, f is soft one-one ⟹ðte// ða//,b// ,c//Þ, θÞ2 =
ðte// ða// ,b// ,c//Þ, θÞ3 implies that ðte// ða//,b// ,c//Þ, θÞ2 ∈fðhk1, ∂iÞ,
ðte// ða// ,b// ,c//Þ, θÞ2 ∈fðhk2, ∂iÞ implies that ðte// ða// ,b// ,c//Þ, θÞ2
∈fðhk1,∂iÞ ∩ ~fðhk2, ∂iÞ. This is a contradiction
because hk1,∂i ∩ ~hk2, ∂i = 0ð ~hXi,θÞ. Therefore, fðhk1,∂iÞ
∩ ~fðhk2, ∂iÞ = 0ð ~hXi,θÞ: Finally, ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1 ≻ ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ2

orðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1 ≺ ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ2 ⟹ ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1 ≠ ðxe ða,b,cÞ

, θÞ2 ⟹fððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1Þ ≻fððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ2Þorfððxe ða,b,cÞ,
θÞ1Þ ≺fððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ2Þ⟹fððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1Þ ≠fððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θ

Þ2Þ. Given a pair of points ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ1, ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ2 ∈
~hYi ∋ ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ1 ≠ ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ2. We are able to find

out mutually exclusive NS∗b open sets fðhk1, θiÞ,fðhk2, θiÞ
∈ ð ~hYi,F, θÞ s:t:ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ1 ∈fðhk1, ∂iÞ, ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ2

∈fðhk2, θiÞ. This proves that ð ~hYi,F, θÞ is NS∗b Husdorff
space.☐

Theorem 38. Let ~hXi, τ, θÞ be NSTS and ð ~hYi,F, θÞ be
another NSTS which satisfies one more condition of NS∗b

Hausdorffness. Let hf, θi: ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ⟶ ð ~hYi,F, θÞ a soft

function s:t: it is soft monotone and continuous. Then, ghXið
, τ, θÞ is also of characteristics of NS∗b Hausdorfness.

Proof. Suppose ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1, ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ2 ∈ ~hXi such that
either ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1 ≻ ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ2orðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1 ≺
ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ2. Let us suppose the NS monotonically increas-

ing case. So, ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1 ≻ ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ2orðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1 ≺

ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ2 implies that fððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1Þ ≻fððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ2Þ

orfððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1Þ ≺fððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ2Þ, respectively. Suppose
ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ1, ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ2 ∈ ~hYi such that ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ , θ
Þ1 ≻ ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ2orðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ1 ≺ ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ2. So, ð
ye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ1 ≻ ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ2orðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ1 ≺ ðye/
ða/ , b/,

c/Þ, θÞ2, respectively, such that ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ1 =fððx e

ða,b,cÞ,
θÞ1Þ, ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ2 =fððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ2Þ such that ðxe

ða ,b,cÞ,
θÞ1 =f−1ðy1Þ and ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ2 =f−1ððye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ2Þ. Since

ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ1, ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ2 ∈ ~hYi but ð ~hYi,F, θÞ is NS∗b

Hausdorff space. So according to definition ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ1

≻ ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ2 or ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ1 ≺ ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ2. There

definitely exist NS∗b open sets hk1, θi and hk2, θi ∈ ð ~hYi,F
, θÞ such that ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ1 ∈ hk1, θi and ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ2 ∈

hk2, θiand these two NS∗b open sets are disjoint. Since f−1

ðhk1, θiÞ andf−1ðhk2, ∂iÞ are NS∗b open in ~hXi, τ, θÞ:
Now, f−1ðhk1,θiÞ ∩ ~f −1ðhk1, θiÞ = f−1ðhk1,θi ∩ ~ hk2, θiÞ
=f−1ð∅~Þ = g0ð ~hXi,∂Þ and ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ1 ∈ hk1, θi⇒ f−1ð
ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ1Þ ∈f
−1ðhk1, θiÞ⇒ ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1 ∈ ðhk1, θiÞ,
ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ2 ∈ hk2, ∂i⇒ f−1ððye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ2Þ ∈f

−1ðhk2, θ
iÞ implies that ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ2 ∈ ðhk2, θiÞ. We see that it has
been shown for every pair of distinct points of hXi, there
suppose disjoint NS∗b open sets, namely, f−1ðhk1, θiÞ and
f−1ðhk2, θiÞ belong to ~hXi, τ, θÞ such that ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1 ∈
f−1ðhk1, θiÞ and ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ2 ∈ f−1ðhk2, θiÞ. Accordingly,
NSTS is NS∗b Hausdorff space.

Theorem 39. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be NSST and ð ~hYi,F, θÞ be
anotherNSTS. Let hf, ∂i:h ~hXi, τ, θÞi⟶ ð ~hYi,F, θÞ be a soft
mapping such that it is continuous mapping. Let ð ~hYi,F, θÞ is
NS∗b Hausdorff space, then it is guaranteed that fððxe

ða,b,cÞ
, θÞ, ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ: fððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ =fððye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞg is a

NS∗b closed subset of ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ × ð ~hYi,F, θÞ:

Proof. Given that ~hXi, τ, θÞ be NSTS and ð ~hYi,F, θÞ be
another NSTS. Let hf, ∂i: ~hXi, τ, θÞ⟶ð ~hYi,F, θÞ be a soft
mapping such that it is continuous mapping. ð ~hYi,F, θÞ is
NS∗b Hausdorff space. Then, we will prove that fððxe

ða,b,cÞ,
θ‘Þ, ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ: fððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ =fððye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞg is a

NS∗b closed subset of ~hXi, τ, θÞ× ð ~hYi,F, θÞ. Equivalently,
we will prove that fððx e

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ: fððxe

ða,b,cÞ
, θÞÞ = ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞgc is NS∗b open subset of ~hXi, τ, θÞ× ð
~hYi,F, θÞ: Let ððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ ∈ fððx e

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, ð
ye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞwith ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ≻ ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ: fððxe
ða,b,cÞ,

θÞÞ ≻fððye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞgcor ððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ ∈

fððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞwith ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ≺ ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ,
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θÞ: fððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ ≺fððye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞgc. Then, fððxe
ða,b,cÞ,

θÞÞ ≻fððye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ or ≺fððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ ≺ fððye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θ

ÞÞ accordingly. Since, ð ~hYi,F, θÞ is NS∗b Hausdorff space.

Certainly, fððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ,fððye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ are points of ð
~hYi,F, θÞ; there exists NS∗b open sets hG , ∂i, hk, ∂i ∈ ð ~hYi,
F, θÞ such that fððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ ∈ hG , ∂i and fððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ

∈ hk, ∂i provided hG ,∂i ∩ ~hk, ∂i = g0ð ~hXi,θÞY . Since hf, θi is
soft continuous, f−1 hG , θið and f−1 hk, θið are NS∗b open

sets in ~hXi, τ, θÞ supposing ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ and ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ,
respectively, and so f−1 hG , ∂ið ×f−1 hH , ∂ið is basic NS∗b

open set in ~hXi, τ, θÞ× ð ~hYi,F, θÞ containing ððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ,

ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ: Since hG ,θi ∩ ~hk, θi = f0θY , it is clear by the

definition of fððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ: fððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ

=fððye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞg that is ff−1 hG , θ ið &f−1 hk,θið g ∩ ~ fðð

xe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ: fðxÞ =fððye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞg = 0 ð

~hXi,θÞ, that is f−1 hG , ∂ið × f−1 hk, θið ⋐ fððx e
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, ð

ye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ: fððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ =fððye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞgc. Hence,

fððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ: fððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ = fððye/ ða/,

b/,c/Þ, θÞÞgc implies that fððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ: fðð
xe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ =fððye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞg is NS∗b closed.

Theorem 40. Let ~hXi, τ, θÞ be NSTS and ð ~hYi,F, θÞ be
another NSSTS. Let hf, ∂i: ~hXi, τ, θÞ⟶ð ~hYi,F, θÞ be a NS
∗b open mapping such that it is onto. If the soft set fðð
xe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ: fððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ =fððye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θ

ÞÞg is NS∗b closed in ~hXi, τ, θÞ× ð ~hYi,F, θÞ, then ~hXi, τ, θÞ
will behave as NS∗b Hausdorff space.

Proof. Suppose fððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ,fððye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ be two

points of ~hYi such that either fððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ ≻fðð

ye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ or ≺fððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ ≺ fððye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ: Then,

ððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ ∉ fðx, ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞwith ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ≻ ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ: fððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ ≻fððye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ

Þgor ððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ ∉ fððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ,
θÞÞwith ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ≺ ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ: fððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ ≺fðð
ye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞg, that is ððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ ∈ f ðð
xe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞwith ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ≻ ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ:

fððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ ≻fððye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞgc or ððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, ð

ye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ ∈ fðð xe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞwith ðxe

ða,b,cÞ,
θÞ ≺ ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ: fððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ ≺fððye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞgc.
Since, ððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ ∈ fð xe

ða,b,cÞ, θ, ye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ

, θÞwith ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ≻ ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ: fððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ ≻fðð

ye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞgc or ððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ ∈ fððx e

ða,b,cÞ
, θÞ, ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞwith ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ≺ ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ: fððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ ≺fððye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞgc is soft in ~hXi, τ, θÞ× ð ~hYi,

F, θÞ, then there exists NS∗∗b open sets hG , θi and hk, θi
in ~hXi, τ, θÞ such that ððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞð

ye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ∈ hG , θi × hk, θi ⋐ fðð xe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θ

ÞÞwith ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ≻ ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ: fððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ ≻fðð

ye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞgcor ððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ ∈ hG , ∂i × hk

, θi ⋐ fððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞwith ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ≺ ðye/

ða/,b/,c/Þ, θÞ: fððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ ≺fððye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞgc. Then,
since f isNS∗b open, f hG , θið ) and fðhk, θiÞ areNS∗b open

sets in ð ~hYi,F, θÞ containing fððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ and fððye/

ða/ ,b
/,c/Þ, θÞÞ, respectively, and f hG , θið ) ∩ ~fðhk, θiÞ = g0ð ~hXi,θÞ
otherwise fðhG , θiÞ ×fðhk,θiÞ ∩ ~ fððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ,Þwith ð
xe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ≻ ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ: fððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ ≻fðyÞg or ððð
xe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞÞ ∉ fððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θ
‘Þ, ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ
with ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ≺ ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ: fððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ ≺fððye/
ða/

,b/,c/Þ, θÞÞg = g0ð ~hXi,θÞ. It follows that ð ~hYi,F, θÞ isNS∗b Haus-

dorff space.

Theorem 41. Let ~hXi, τ, θÞ be a NS second countable space
then it is guaranteed that every family of nonempty disjoint
NS∗b open subsets of a NS second countable space ~hXi, τ, θÞ
is NS countable.

Proof. Given that ~hXi, τ, θÞ be a NS second countable space.
Then, ∃ a NS countable base W = hB1,B2,B3,B4,⋯

::Bn : n ∈ℕifor ~hXi, τ, θÞ. Let hC , θi be a family of nonvac-
uous mutually exclusive NS∗b open subsets of ~hXi, τ, θÞ:
Then, for each hf, θi of in hC , θi, there exists a soft Bn ∈
W in such a way that Bn ⋐ hf, θi. Let us attach with hf, θi,
the smallest positive inter n such that Bn ⋐ hf, θi. Since the
candidates of hC , θi are mutually exclusive because of this
behaviour distinct candidates will be associated with distinct
positive integers. Now, if we put the elements of hC , θi in
order so that the order is increasing relative to the positive
integers associated with them, we obtain a sequence of candi-
dates of hC , θi. This verifies that hC , θi is NS countable.☐

Theorem 42. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be a NS second countable space
and let hf, θi be NS uncountable subset of ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ. Then,
at least one point of hf, θi is a soft limit point of hf, θi.

Proof.
LetW = hB1,B2,B3,B4,⋯::Bn : n ∈ℕi for ~hXi, τ, θÞ:

Let, if possible, no point of hf, θi be a soft limit point of
hf, θi. Then, for each ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ hf, θi, there exists NS
∗b open set hρ, θiðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ such that ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈
hρ, θiðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ and hρ, θiðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ ∩

~hf, θi = fðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞg.

Since W is a soft base ∃Bnðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ ∈W such that ðxe
ða,b,cÞ

, θÞ ∈Bnðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ ⋐ hρ, θiðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ. Therefore, Bnðxeða,b,cÞ,θÞ
∩ ~hf, θi ⋐ hρ, θiðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ ∩

~hf, θi = fðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞg. More-

over, if ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1 and ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ2 be any two NS points
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such that ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1 ≠ ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ2 which means either
ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1 ≻ ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ2 or ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1 ≺ ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ2,

then there exists Bnðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ1
and Bnðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ2

in W such

that Bnðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ1
∩ ~hf, θi = fðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1g and Bnðxeða,b,cÞ ,

θÞ2 ∩ ~hf, θi = fðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ2g. Now, ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1 ≠
ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ2 which guarantees that fðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1g ≠ f

ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ2g which implies that
Bnðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ1

∩ ~hf, θi ≠Bnðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ2
∩ ~hf, θi which

implies Bnðxeða,b,cÞ,θÞ1
≠Bnðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ2

. Thus, there exists a one

to one soft correspondence of hf, θi on to fBnðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ : ð
xe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ hf, θig: Now, hf, θi being NS uncountable, it
follows that fBnðxeða,b,cÞ,θÞ : ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ hf, θig is NS
uncountable. But, this is purely a contradiction, since f
Bnðxeða,b,cÞ,θÞ : ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ hf, θig being a NS subfamily of

the NS countable collection W: This contradiction is taking
birth that on point of hf, θi is a soft limit point of hf, θi, so
at least one point of hf, θi is a soft limit point of hf, θi:☐

Theorem 43. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞNSTS such that is is NS count-
ably compact then this space has the characteristics of Bolzano
Weierstrass PropertyðBWPÞ:

Proof. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be a NS countably compact space and
suppose, if possible, that it negates the Bolzano Weierstrass
Property (BWP). Then, there must exists an infinite NS set
hf, ∂i supposing no soft limit point. Further, suppose hρ, θi
be soft countability infinite soft subset hf, θi that is hρ, θi ⋐
hf, θi. Then, this guarantees hρ, θi has no soft limit point.
It follows that hρ, θi is NS∗b closed set. Also for eachgðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞn ∈ hρ, θi, gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞn is not a soft limit point
of hρ, hk, θii: Hence, there exists NS∗∗b open set hGn, θi,
such that gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞn ∈ hGn, hk, θii and hGn,θi
∩ ~hρ, θi = f gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞng. Then, the collection fhGn, hk, θi
i: n∈Ng ∩ ~hρ, hk, θiic is countable NS∗b open cover of ð
~hXi, τ, θÞ: This soft cover has no finite subcover. For this,

we exhaust a single hGn, θi, it would not be a soft cover of ð
~hXi, τ, θÞ since then h gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞniwould be covered. Result

in ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ is not NS countably compact.

Theorem 44. Let ~hXi, τ, θÞ and ð ~hYi,F, θÞ be two NSTS and
suppose hf, θi be a NS continuous function such that hf, ∂i:
~hXi, τ, θÞ⟶ ð ~hYi,F, θÞ is NS continuous function and let

hL , θi ⋐ ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ supposes the B:V :P: then safely fðhL , θi
Þ has the B:V :P:

Proof. Suppose hL , θi be an infinite NS subset of hf, θi, so
that hL , θi contains an enumerable NS set hðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞn
: n ∈Ni then there exists enumerable NS set hðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞn
: n ∈Ni ⋐ hL , θi s:t:fððye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞnÞ = ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞn. hL , θ

i has B:V :P implies that every infinite soft subset of hL , θi

supposes soft accumulation point belonging to hL , θi this
implies that hðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞn : n ∈Ni has a soft neutrosophic
limit point, say, ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ0 ∈ hL , θi implies that the limit

of the soft sequence hðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞn : n ∈Ni is

ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ0 ∈ hL , ∂i⟹ ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞn ⟶ ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ,

θÞ0 ∈ hL , θi. f is soft continuous implies that it is soft contin-
uous. Furthermore, ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞn ⟶ ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ0 ∈ hL ,

θi⟹ fðððye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞnÞÞ⟶ fðððye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ0ÞÞ ∈ fðhL , θ
iÞ⟹ ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞn ⟶ fððye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ0Þ ∈ fðhL , θiÞ implies

that limit of a soft sequence hðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞn : n ∈Ni is fð

ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ0Þ ∈ fðhL , θiÞ implies that limit of a soft

sequence hðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞn : n ∈Ni is fððye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ0Þ ∈ hf, θið
hL , θiÞ. Finally, we have shown that there exists an infinite
soft subset hðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞn : n ∈Ni of fðhL , θiÞ containing a

limit point fððye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ0Þ ∈ fðhL , θiÞ: This guarantees

that fðhL , θiÞ has B:V :P:☐

Theorem 45. Let ~hXi, τ, θÞ be a NSTS and hf,T, θi be NS
subspace of ~hXi, τ, θÞ. The necessary and sufficient condition
for hf, θi to be NS∗b compact relative to hf,T, θi is that hf, θi
is NS∗b compact relative to ~hXi, τ, θÞ:

Proof. First, we prove that hf, θi relative to ~hXi, τ, θÞ:
Let fhk, θii : i ∈ Ig that is fhk, θi1, hk, θi2, hk, θi3, hk, θi4,

⋯g be ~hXi, τ, θÞ−NS∗b open cover of hf, θi, then hf, θi ⋐ e∪i

hk, ∂ii:hk, ∂ii ∈ ~hXi, τ, θÞ⟹ ∃hℊ, ∂ii ∈ ~hXi, τ, θÞ such that
hk, θii = hℊ,θii ∩ ~hf, θi ⋐ hℊ, θii implies that there exists

hℊ, θii ∈ ~hXi, τ, θÞ such that hk, θii ⋐ hℊ, θii ⟹ e∪i hk, θii ⋐e∪i but hf, θi ⋐ hk, θii. So that hf, θi ⋐ e∪i hk, θii. This guaran-
tees that fhℊ, θii : i ∈ Ig is a ~hXi, τ, θÞ −NS∗b open cover of

hf, θi which is known to be NS∗b compact relative ~hXi, τ, θ
Þ, and hence, the soft cover fhℊ, θii : iðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞg must be
freezable to a finite soft cub cover, say, fhℊ, θiir : r = 1, 2, 3,
4,⋯:,ng. Then, hf, θi ⋐ gSn

r=1hG, θii r ⟹ hf,θi ∩ ~ hf, θi ⋐ hf
crip,∂i ∩ ~ ½gSn

r=1 hG, θii r � =
Sn

r=1ð hf,θi ∩ ~hℊ, θiir =gSn
r=1hk, θii rorhf, θi ⋐ gSn

r=1hk, θii r ⟹ fhk, θiir : 1 ≤ r ≤ ng is

a ~hXi, τ, θÞ −NS∗b open cover of hf, θi. Stepping from an

arbitrary ~hXi, τ, θÞ − ∗b open cover of hf, θi, we are able to
show that theNS∗b cover is freezable to a finite soft subcover

fhk, θiir : 1 ≤ r ≤ ng of hk, θi, meaning there by hf, θi is ~hXi
, τ, θÞ −NS∗b compact. The condition is sufficient: suppose

hf,T, θi be soft subspace of ~hXi, τ, θÞ and also hf, θi is ~hXi
, τ, θÞ−NS compact. We have to prove that hf, θi is ~hXi, τ, θ
Þ −NS∗b compact: Let fhk, θi1, hk, θi2, hk, θi3, hk, θi4,⋯g be

soft ~hXi, τ, θÞ −NS∗b open cover of hf, θi, so that hf, θi ⋐e∪i hℊ, θii from which hf,θi ∩ ~hf, θi ⋐ hf,θi ∩ ~ ð e∪i hℊ, θiiÞor,
hf, θi ⋐ e∪i ðhf,θi ∩ ~hℊ, θiiÞ. On taking hk, θii = hℊ,θii ∩ ~hf,
θi, we get hf, θi ⋐ ∪~ hk, θii, hℊ, θii ∈ ~hXi, τ, θÞ⟹ hk, θii =
hℊ,θii ∩ ~hf, θi ∈ hk,H, θi⋯ :ð1Þ. Now from ð1Þ it is clear
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that fhk, θi1, hk, θi2, hk, θi3, hk, θi4,⋯g is hf,T, θi −NS∗b
open soft cover of hf, θi which is known to be hf,T, θi −NS
∗b compact; hence, this soft cover must be reducible to a

finite soft subcover say, fhk, θiir : 1 ≤ r ≤ ng. This⟹ hf, θi
⋐ gSn

r=1hk, θii r =
Sn

r=1ððhℊ,θiirÞ ∩ ~hf, θi ∈ ~hXi, τ, θÞ, or

f, θh i ⋐
[n
r=1

ℊ,θh iir
� �

∩ ~ fcrip, θ
� �Þ ⋐ g[n

r=1
ℊ, θh ii r ,or f, θh i

[n
r=1

ℊ, θh iir:
  

ð12Þ

This proves that fhℊ, θiir : 1 ≤ r ≤ ng is a finite soft sub-
cover to the soft cover hℊ, θii. Starting from an arbitrary
~hXi, τ, θÞ −NS∗b open soft cover of hf, θi, we are able to

show that this soft neutrosophic open cover is freezable to a
finite soft subcover, showing there by hf, θi is ~hXi, τ, θÞ −N
∗bS compact:

Theorem 46. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞNSTS and let h gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞni be
a NS sequence in ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ such that it converges to a point
ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ0, then the soft set hℊ, θi consisting of the points
ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞn0 and ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞnðn = 1, 2, 3,⋯⋯ Þ is soft NS

∗b compact.

Proof. Given ð ~hXi, τ, θÞNSTS and let h gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞni be aNS
sequence in ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ such that it converges to a point

ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞn0 that is gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞn ⟶ ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞn0 ∈
~hXi:

Let hℊ, θi = gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞ1,
D gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞ2, gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞ3,gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞ4, gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞ5, gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞ7,⋯i. Let fhS, θiα

: α∈Δg be NS∗b open covering of hℊ, θi so that hℊ, θi ⋐
∪~fhS, θiα : α∈Δg, ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞn0 ∈ hℊ, θi implies that ∃α0 ∈
Δ such that ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞn0 ∈ hS, θiα0 : According to the

definition of soft convergence, ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞn0 ∈ hS, θiα0 ∈ ð

~hXi, τ, θÞ implies that there exists n0 ∈N s:t:n ≥ n0 and
ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞn ∈ hS, θiα0 . Evidently, hS, θiα0 contains the
points ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞn0 ,

xe
a,b,cð Þ, θ

� �
n0+1

, xe
a,b,cð Þ, θ

� �
n0+2

,

xe
a,b,cð Þ, θ

� �
n0+3

, xe
a,b,cð Þ, θ

� �
,⋯:

ð13Þ

ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞn0+n ,⋯⋯ Look carefully at the points and

train them in a way as, ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ1, ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ2,
ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ3, ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ4,⋯:

ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ,⋯⋯ generating a finite soft set. Let 1 ≤

n0−1: Then, ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞi ∈ hℊ, θi: For this i, ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞi ∈ h
ℊ, θi. Hence, there exists αi ∈ Δ such that ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞi ∈
hS, θiαi . Evidently, hℊ, θi ⋐ gSn0−1

r=0 hS, θiαi . This shows that f
hS, θiαi : 0 ≤ n0−1g is NS∗b open cover of hℊ, θi: Thus, an

arbitrary NS∗b open cover fhS, θiα : α∈Δg of hℊ, θi is reduc-
ible to a finite NS cub-cover fhS, θiαi : i = 0, 1, 2, 3,⋯n0−1g,
it follows that hℊ, θi is soft NS∗b compact.☐

Theorem 47. If ð ~hXi, τ, θÞNSTS such that it has the charac-
teristics of NS∗b sequentially compactness. Then, ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ
is safely NS∗b countably compact.

Proof. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞNSTS and let hρ, θi be finite soft subset
of ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ: Let

g
xe

a,b,cð Þ, θ
� �

1
, g

xe
a,b,cð Þ, θ

� �
2
, g

xe
a,b,cð Þ, θ

� �
3
,

g
xe

a,b,cð Þ, θ
� �

4
, g

xe
a,b,cð Þ, θ

� �
5
,

g
xe

a,b,cð Þ, θ
� �

6
, g

xe
a,b,cð Þ, θ

� �
7
,⋯

* +
ð14Þ

be a soft sequence of soft points of hρ, θi. Then, hρ, θi being
finite, at least one of the elements. In hρ, ∂i, saygðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞ0 must be duplicated an infinite number of times
in the NS sequence. Hence,

g
xe

a,b,cð Þ, θ
� �

0
, g

xe
a,b,cð Þ, θ

� �
0
,

g
xe

a,b,cð Þ, θ
� �

0
, g

xe
a,b,cð Þ, θ

� �
0
, g

xe
a,b,cð Þ, θ

� �
0
,

g
xe

a,b,cð Þ, θ
� �

0
, g

xe
a,b,cð Þ, θ

� �
0
,⋯

* +
ð15Þ

is a soft subsequence of h gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞni such that it is soft
constant sequence and repeatedly constructed by a single soft

number gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞ0 and we know that a soft constant
sequence converges on its self. So it converges togðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞ0 which belongs to hρ, θi: Hence, hρ, θi is soft
sequentially NS∗b compact.

Theorem 48. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞNSTS and ð ~hYi,T, θÞ be
anotherNSTS. Let hf, θi be a soft continuous mapping of a
soft neutrosophic sequentially compactNS∗b space ð ~hXi, τ, θ
Þ into ð ~hYi,T, θÞ. Then, hf, θið ~hXi, τ, θÞ is NS∗b sequen-
tially compact.

Proof. Given ð ~hXi, τ, θÞNSTS and ð ~hYi,T, θÞ be
anotherNSTS. Let hf, θi be a soft continuous mapping of a
NS sequentially compact space ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ into ð ~hYi,T, θÞ.
Then, we have to prove hf, θið ~hXi, τ, θÞNS sequentially.
For this, we proceed. Let
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g
ye/

a/ ,b/ ,c /ð Þ, θ
� �

1
, g

ye/
a/ ,b/ ,c /ð Þ, θ

� �
2
,

, g
ye/

a/ ,b/ ,c /ð Þ, θ
� �

5
, g

ye/
a/ ,b/ ,c /ð Þ, θ

� �
6
,

g
ye/

a/ ,b/ ,c /ð Þ, θ
� �

7
,⋯ g

ye/
a/ ,b/ ,c /ð Þ, θ

� �
n
,⋯:

* +
ð16Þ

be a soft sequence ofNS points in hf, θið ~hXi, τ, θÞ. Then, for
each n ∈N , there exists

g
xe

a,b,cð Þ, θ
� �

1
, g

xe
a,b,cð Þ, θ

� �
2
,

g
xe

a,b,cð Þ, θ
� �

4
, g

xe
a,b,cð Þ, θ

� �
5
,

g
xe

a,b,cð Þ, θ
� �

7
,⋯ g

xe
a,b,cð Þ, θ

� �
n
,⋯:∈ ~Xh i, τ, θ

� �
* +

ð17Þ

such that

f, ∂h i

g
xe

a,b,cð Þ, θ
� �

1
, g

xe
a,b,cð Þ, θ

� �
2
,

g
xe

a,b,cð Þ, θ
� �

3
,

g
xe

a,b,cð Þ, θ
� �

7
,⋯ g

xe
a,b,cð Þ, θ

� �
n
,⋯:

* +
0BBBBBBBB@

1CCCCCCCCA

=

g
ye/

a/ ,b/ ,c /ð Þ, θ
� �

1
, g

ye/
a/ ,b/ ,c /ð Þ, θ

� �
2
,

g
ye/

a/ ,b/ ,c /ð Þ, θ
� �

3
, g

ye/
a/ ,b/ ,c /ð Þ, θ

� �
4
,

g
ye/

a/ ,b/ ,c /ð Þ, θ
� �

6
, g

ye/
a/ ,b/ ,c /ð Þ, θ

� �
7
,

⋯
g

ye/
a/ ,b/ ,c /ð Þ, θ

� �
n
,⋯:

* +
:

ð18Þ

Thus, we obtain a soft sequence

g
xe

a,b,cð Þ, θ
� �

1
, g

xe
a,b,cð Þ, θ

� �
2
,

g
xe

a,b,cð Þ, θ
� �

3
, g

xe
a,b,cð Þ, θ

� �
4
,

g
xe

a,b,cð Þ, θ
� �

, g
xe

a,b,cð Þ, θ
� �

6
,

g
xe

a,b,cð Þ, θ
� �

7
,⋯ g

xe
a,b,cð Þ, θ

� �
n
,⋯:

* +
ð19Þ

in ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ. But ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ being soft sequentially NS
∗b compact, there is a NS subsequence h gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞni i of hgðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞni such that h gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞni i⟶

gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ ð

~hXi, τ, θÞ. So, by NS∗b continuity of hf, θi, h gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞni i
⟶ gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞ implies that hf, θiðh gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞni iÞ⟶ h
f, θiðh gðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞniÞ ∈ hf, θið ~hXi, τ, θÞ. Thus, hf, ∂iðhgðxeða,b,cÞ, θÞni iÞ is a soft subsequence of

g
ye/

a/ ,b/ ,c /ð Þ, θ
� �

1
, g

ye/
a/ ,b/ ,c /ð Þ, θ

� �
2
,

ye/
a/ ,b/ ,c/ð Þ, θ

� �
, g

xe
a,b,cð Þ, θ

� �
4
,

g
ye/

a/ ,b/ ,c /ð Þ, θ
� �

5
, g

ye/
a/ ,b/ ,c /ð Þ, θ

� �
6
,

g
ye/

a/ ,b/ ,c /ð Þθ
� �

7
,⋯ g

ye/
a/ ,b/ ,c /ð Þ, θ

� �
n
,⋯:

* +
ð20Þ

converges to ðhf, θiÞð~ϰÞ in hf, θið ~hXi, τ, θÞ. Hence, hf, θið
~hXi, τ, θÞ is NS∗b sequentially compact.☐

Theorem 49. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be a NS∗b1 space and ðxe
ða,b,cÞ

, θÞ, ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ∈ ~hXi such that ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ > ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ,

θÞ or ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ < ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ. If Wðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ is a NS local

base at ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ, then there exists at least one member of

Wðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ which does not suppose ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ.

Proof. Since ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ be a NS∗b1 space and ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ >

ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ or ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ < ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ, ∃NS∗b open

sets hG , θi and hH , θi such that ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ hG , θi but

ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ∉ hG , ∂i and ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ∈ hH , ∂i but ð
xe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∉ hH , θi. Since, Wðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ is NS local base at

ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ; there exists ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ B ⋐ hG , ∂i. Since ð
ye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ∉ hG , θi and B ⋐ hG , θi, so ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ∉ B:

Thus, B ∈Wðxeða,b,cÞ ,θÞ such that ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ∉ B:

Theorem 50. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞNSTS and suppose hf, θi, hℊ, θi
be two NS continuous functions on a NSTSð ~hXi, τ, θÞ in to
a NSTS ð ~hYi,F, θÞ which is NS∗b Hausdorff. Then, soft set f
ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ ~hXi : ðfÞððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ = ðℊÞg is NS∗b closed

of ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ.

Proof. Let if fðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ ~hXi : ðfÞððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ = ðℊÞðð
xe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞg is a NS set of function. If fðxe ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈
~hXi : ðfÞððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ = ðℊÞðϰÞgc =∅~, it is clearly NS∗b

open, and therefore, fðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ ~hXi : ðfÞððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ
= ðℊÞððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞg is NS∗bclosed, which is nothing is
proved in this case. Let us consider the case when

fðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ ~hXi : ðfÞððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ = ðℊÞððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞg

c

≠ ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ: And let ρ ∈ fðx e

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈Xcrip : ðfÞðð
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xe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ = ðℊÞððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞgc: Then, ρ does not belong

fðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ ~hXi : ðfÞððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ = ðℊÞðϰÞg. Result in

ðfÞðρÞ ≠ ðℊÞðρÞ: Now, hYcrip,F, ∂i being NS∗b Hausdorff
space so there exists NS∗b open sets hℊ, θi and hH, θi of ðf
ÞðρÞ and ðℊÞðρÞ, respectively, such that hℊ, θi and hH, θi such
that theseNS sets such that the possibility of one rules out the
possibility of other. By soft continuity of hf, θi, hℊ, θi
,hf, θi−1 as well as hℊ, θi−1is NS ∗ ∗b open nhd of ρ, and
therefore, so is hf,θi−1 ∩ ~hℊ, θi−1 is contained in fðxe

ða,b,cÞ
, θÞ ∈ ~hXi : ðfÞððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ = ðℊÞððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞg, for, ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ ðhf,∂i−1 ∩ ~hℊ, θi−1Þ⟹ ðfÞððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ ∈ hℊ,

θi and ðℊÞððfÞððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ ≠ ðℊÞððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ because hℊ
, ∂i and hH, θi are mutually exclusive. This implies that x
does not belong to fðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ ~hXi : ðfÞððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ =

ðℊÞððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞg: Therefore, ρ ∈ ðfÞ−1ðhℊ,θiÞ ∩ ~ðℊÞ −1ðhℊ,

θiÞ ⋐ fðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ ~hXi : ðfÞððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ = ðℊÞððxe
ða,b,cÞ,

θÞÞgc: This shows that fðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ ~hXi : ðfÞððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θ
ÞÞ = ðℊÞððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞgcis nhd of each of its points. So,

fðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ ~hXi : ðfÞððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ = ðℊÞððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞg

c

NS∗b open, and hence, fðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞ ∈ ~hXi : ðfÞððxe

ða,b,cÞ,
θÞÞ = ðℊÞððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞg is NS∗b closed.

Theorem 51. Let ð ~hXi, τ, θÞNSTS such that it is NS∗b Haus-

dorff space and let ðfÞ be a soft continuous function of ð ~hXi
, τ, θÞ into itself. Then, the NS set of fixed points under ðfÞ is
a NS∗b closed set.

Proof. Let δ = fðfÞððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ = ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞg. If δc = e∅,
then is NS∗b open, and therefore, fðfÞððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ = ð
xe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞgNS∗bclosed. So, let fðfÞððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ = ð

xe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞgc ≠∅~ and let ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ∈ fðfÞððxe ða,b,cÞ,
θÞÞ = ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞgc. Then, ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ does not belong to

fðfÞððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ = ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞg, and therefore, ðfÞðð
ye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ ≠ ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ. Now, ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ and ðfÞð
ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞÞ being two distinct points of the NS∗b Haus-

dorff space ð ~hXi, τ, θÞ, so there exists NS∗b open sets hℊ, ∂i
and hH, θi such that ðye/

ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ∈ hℊ, θi, ðfÞððye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ,

θÞÞ ∈ hH, ∂i and hℊ, θi, hH, θi are disjoint. Also, by the NS
continuity of ðfÞ, ðfÞ−1 hH, θið is NS∗b open set containing
y. We pretend that hℊ,θi ∩ ~ðfÞ−1ðhH, θiÞ ⋐ f ðfÞððxe

ða,b,cÞ
, θÞÞ = ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞgc. Since μ ∈ hℊ,θi ∩ ~ðfÞ −1ðhH, θiÞ⟹ μ

∈ hℊ, θi&μ ∈ ðfÞ−1 ⟹ μ ∈ hℊ, θi&ðfÞðμÞ ∈ hH, θi⟹ μ ≠
ðfÞðμÞ. As hℊ,θi ∩ ~hH, θi =∅~ implies that μ does not
belong to fðfÞððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ = ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞg⟹ μ ∈ fðfÞ ðð

xe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ = ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞgc. Therefore, ðye/
ða/ ,b/ ,c/Þ, θÞ ∈ hℊ,

∂i ∩ ~ðfÞ−1ðhH, θiÞ ⋐ fðfÞððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ = ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞgc.
Thus, fðfÞððxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ = ðxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞgc is the NS nhd of

each of its points. So, fðfÞððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ = ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞgc is

NS∗b open, and hence, fðfÞððxe
ða,b,cÞ, θÞÞ = ðxe

ða,b,cÞ, θÞg is
NS∗b closed.☐

4. Conclusion

Crisp topology is such an important branch of mathematics
which is used as applied mathematics as well as pure mathe-
matics. Soft topology is an extension of crisp topology. It
actually discusses the behaviour of the subsets of the crisp
set with the help of parameters. Fuzzy soft topology only dis-
cusses the membership value, and it has nothing to do with
the nonmembership value. This is the drawback of fuzzy soft
topology. The intuitionistic fuzzy soft topology is an exten-
sion of fuzzy soft topology. It addresses both the degree of
membership as well as the degree of nonmembership. Intui-
tionistic fuzzy soft topology is failed to address the indetermi-
nacy case. This deficiency is filled by neutrosophic soft
topology. This neutrosophic soft topology addresses accep-
tance, rejection, and also indeterminacy case. Characteriza-
tion of neutrosophic soft points, neutrosophic soft
separation axioms, countability theorems, and countable
space can be Hausdorff space under the restriction of neutro-
sophic soft sequence which is convergent, cardinality of neu-
trosophic soft countable space, engagement of neutrosophic
soft countable and uncountable spaces, neutrosophic soft
topological characteristics of different spaces, neutrosophic
soft continuity, product of different neutrosophic soft spaces,
and neutrosophic soft countably compact has the character-
istics of BolzanoWeierstrass Property are studied. BVP shift-
ing from one space to another through neutrosophic soft
continuous functions, neutrosophic soft sequence conver-
gence and its linking with neutrosophic soft compact space,
sequentially compactness are addressed.
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